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I.

INTRODUCTION

In October 1977 the Bermuda Government commissioned Clark, Phipps , Clark &
Harris, Inc. (CPC&H) to work with the appropriate government offici als and civic
leaders to assist Bermuda "to achieve a more meaningful integration of the races and
more equitable distribution of the wealth of the community ." In this Letter of
Agreement stating the specifics of this project, it was agreed that CPC&I-I staff would
present a preliminary report on or abo ut January IS, 1978 which would focus on
"emerging issues, findings , problem areas and recommendations for ameli orat ion and
further activities."
The decision of the Bermuda Government to authorize and embark on this project at
that time must be considered an example of wise and farsighted government pl anning.
The events of early December made this decision seem alm ost weirdly prophetic. The
o utbreaks and social turbulence and sustained tensions which were triggered by the
hangings of Burrows and Tacklyn removed the appearance of total tranquility and
revealed an underlying reality of racial resentments and latent seething unrest which
are as much a part of the reality of Bermuda as are its id yllic climate and its
dependence upon tourism . T he recent disturbances demonstrate the fact that Bermuda,
in spite of its many historical, social and economic assets, was not able to remain aloof
or isolated from the dynamic currents of racial, political and economic changes and
turmoil which have afflicted the rest of the world during the past two or three decades.
A decisive percentage of black Bermudians have torn away the mask of passivity and
acceptance of the past, and are now expressing an assertive demand for change. As a
distinguished white member of the present Bermuda Cabinet said in a n interview two
weeks after the disturbances : "Pl'obab ~JI tbe key problelll wbicb you alld your staff will
face ill fulfiJlillg yo III' COlll1l1itt11lelll to tbe people alld tbe Bel'1I1uda Govem1l1ent is tbat
of belping 115 to educate tbe white people ill Bel'lIluda to 1I11del'stalld tbat tbe days of
1I11questioned white SlIpl'elllacy have passed - 1101 Oll~JI ill Africa, bill also ill
Bermuda.
IJ
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STAFF AND METHODS

In pursuit of the obj ectives of this initial stage of its relationship with the Bermuda
Government, CPC&H assigned the following staff to this project :
Kenneth B. Clark ................. ........................ ........ .. ................................. Project Director
Franklin Williams ..... ...... ......... ......... ................................................... Senior Consultant
Hilton B. Clark ....................................................................................... Project Manager
l ar be Durant ............ .... .................. ... .. ......... ................................. Economic Consultant
Diane Dorsey ............ ........ ................................ .............. ............... .... Research Associate
Russia Hughes .......... .. ............ ............................... ............................ Research Associate
Kate C. Harris ..................................................................... ............... Research Associate
During the past three months, the CPC&H staff visited Bermuda as follows:
Kenneth B. Clark and Hilton B. Clark ........... .. ................ ................. September 25 to 27
Hilton B. Clark and Diane Dorsey ........................ ............ ................ November 10 to 14
Kenneth B. Clark and Franklin Williams .................. .......... ............ ... November 13 to 15
I-Iilton B. Clark ................................................................................. November 25 to 26
Kenneth B. Clark and Franklin Williams .................. .. ......... November 30 to De ce mber 2
Hilton B. Clark and J arbe Durant ........ ................................. ..... .. ...... December 13 to 16
Diane Dorsey ................................................... .... ....... ..... .... .............. December 14 to 16
Kenneth B. Clark and Franklin Wiliiams ................ .......... ................. .December 21 to 23
The other members of the CPC&H staff (Russia Hughes
and Kate C. Harris) assiuned
to
.
0
this project were charged with the primary responsibility of reading, analyzing and
summarizing rel evan t reports , documents, statistical data, selected books and
contemporary social, political, economic and racial issues and dynamics within
Bermuda .•
In addition to t he Bermuda newspaper s (Royal Gazette, Bermuda Sun, Mid-Ocean
News, The Workers Voice), CPC&H examined the London Times, from 1972 up to the
present, and the New York Times from 1954 up to the present, for articles dealing
with Bermuda.
..
Kenneth B. Clark and Franklin Willi a ms were charged with the primary responsibility
of interviewing and working with t he members of the Cabinet, senior government
officials, clergy and black businessmen and women. Most of these interviews were
conducted in Bermuda, although some were conducted in New York City.
I

Hilton B. Clark and Diane Dorsey were given the primary responsibility of establishing
communication with and interviewing the leaders and members of the PLP and the
leaders of the Bermud a Industrial Union.

' See Appe1ldix "A" for bibliograpby.
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Durant was assigned to interview so me government financial officials, bank
executives and managers, officers of the Bermuda Monetary Authority (BMA), the
Executive Vice President of the Bermuda Chamber of Commerce, the President of the
B.1. U. and other prominent businessmen.

More than 150 interviews were conducted during this three month period. Some of the
interviews were conducted in group or social sess ions or meetings, although most were
one-to-one individual interviews.'
In addition to the analysis and summary of repons, documents, books and newspaper
articles and the interviews and discussions in Bermuda and New York City, CPC&H
staff observed Parliament sessions, attended church meetings, visited key
neighborhoods (areas) of Bermuda before and after the early December disturbances,
and systematically observed the staffing and d ay-to-da), operations of hotels, retail
stores, and banks.
In conducting this study , CPC&H expended a minimum total of twenty staff da)'s per
month.

'See Appelldix "8" Jor a partial list oJ illdividllals illterviewed.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Even before the December dist urbances, it was clear to a perceptive observer that the
apparent tranquility of Bermuda and its idyllic climate did not successfully mask the
fact of deep-seated resentments within a su bstantial number of the 60% of the
Bermudians who are black . In spite of its history of comparative racial calm , wherein
black Bermudians seemed, on the surface, to accept the fact that the economic and
political power of Bermuda was co ntroll ed by whites, Bermuda was not isolated from
th e currents of rac ial changes and turmoil that havc afflicted the rest of the world
during the past three decades. Outbreaks of racial tensions commencing in 1959, the
murder of the Police Commissioner, and the assassination of the Governor in 19 73 and
other sporadic violem acts were merely symptoms that the demands for changes in the
socially-defined status of the races in Africa, the Caribbean and the United States had
infected Bermuda. An in creasing number of yo unger black Bermudians have become
more activc politically. They have become more assert ive in challenging the traditional
educational, political and, especially, economic patterns and practices in Bermuda. And
they appear to be increasing rhcir success in appealing to and attracting the previously
more conservative middle-class black Bermudians, as well as SOme white Bermudians .
In spite of these dimensions of similarity betwecn the determinants and manifestations
of racial tensions in Bermuda and other parts of the world, there are some signifieam
differences which should be no ted - differences that can determine the degree to
which suggested progra ms for social, raci al and economic changes can be effecti ve and
successful in Bermud a. Unlike the United States, whites in Bermuda are not a
dominam statistical majority ; and unlik e Rhodesia and South Africa, blacks do not
overwhelmingly outnumbe r the whites. The ratio in Bermud a of almost 2 blacks to 1
white is comparative parit y. This racial demographic fac t, toget her with the history and
subtle life styles which characterize thc Bermudian culture, would seem to determine
the parameters and the nature of the methods which co uld b e re alistically and
reasonably applied in seeking racial progress and equitable practices in Bermuda. For
example, in spite of the fact that an unquestioned and accepted white dominance of
the economy and the politics o f Bermuda is no longer tenable, it is equally true that a
program and rhetoric which demands total black comrol of Bermudian so ciety is
unrealistic . With these given imperatives, therefore , Bermuda is required to seek
acceptable economic changes and progress toward unquali fied racial justice through the
realistic and pragmatic cooperation of both races at all levels of the social and
economic syste m. If this cannot be acco mplished in Bermuda , rational and humane
racial justice and equity is not likel y to be obta ined an yw here else in the world.
Another important factor which demand s that Bermuda seek to obtain observable,
substantive and concrete changes tow ard racial inclusion and equity is the fact that the
cornerstone, indeed the ve ry foundation, of the econo my of Bermuda . is tourism.
During th e past few years, sporadic, publicized violent incidems in the United States
Virgin Islands revealed the fragility of the tourist trade. This type of eco nomic
structure is most vulnerable to outbreaks cif racial and class violence and even t o
seemingly controlled individual crimes of violence. Th oughtful Bermudian s, without
regard to politi cal identification or race, arc aware of the fact that Bermuda as a whole
will suffer if the goals o f racial and econom ic justice arc pursued by the method s of
sporadic and sustained violence. Working-class Bermudians .. who are for the most part
black, are likely to suffer the mo st economically. They have less to lose b ut wi ll lose
more, proportion ately, than w ill middle and upper-cl ass Bermudians if an),thing
seriously threatens the stability and controlled growth of t he industry that provides
income for a sizeable po rtion of this group. This fact places more than the usual
restrict io ns upo n political parties and public figures in their publi c po stures and
utteran ces.
5
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It is also a fact that one cannot expect that any program designed to redress thc racial
and economic inequities of the past and to move toward observable and substantive
indications of racial justice can be discussed, agreed upon and implemented without
involving varying degrees of political competition and controversy. Given the reality of
politics in Bermuda and elsewhere, a most positive program commissioned and
designed by the majority party - the party in power - to obtain racial cooperation
and economic equity would be viewed with suspicion, if not cynicism, by the
opposition party.
It is the nature of politics that those who are not in control of the policies and
apparatus of government seek to obtain that power and control. It is also the nature of
politics in a democratic society that the party in contro l of the government seeks to
maintain that control through developing and implementing programs which will be
perceived and accepted by the majority of the electorate as beneficial to their self
interest.

The essential dilemma which now seems to face all of the people of Bermuda, the
Bermuda Government, the political leaders of the ruling and the opposition parties,
community leaders, clergy, small business entrepreneurs, and business and financial
leaders, is how to obtain concrete forms of racial justice and economic equity by
rational and humane methods which will not threaten the social stability essential for
the maintenance of a strong tourist-based economy. This problem is further
complicated by the fact of past and residual racial inequities and the inescapable reality
of political competition.
Onc of the kcy objectives of any proposed program must be to demonstrate to all of
the people of Bermuda that the program is designed to benefit all Bermudians. The
program proposed is a comprehens ive program based upon the assumption that
continued tensions and conflicts - and certainly, violence - threaten the basic
foundations of Bcrmuda and, therefore, are detrimental to all Bermudians without
regard to party affili ation, economic status, or race and color.
It is not a utopian program. It is pragmatic in that it accepts the fundamental moral
and ethical reality that Bermuda can survive onl y as a model of racial justice and
cooperation - and in doing so, suggests the path for other nations throughout the
world.
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IV.

SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

~
!

The most frequenrl y discussed problem by all Bermudians. and particularl y black
Bermudians of all economic levels. is the problem of the need for a " more equitable
distribution of the wealth" of Bermuda . While all respondents agreed [hat Bermuda
enjoyed a eompara[iveiy high standard of living. and [h at unemployment was by no
means a major problem. black Bermudians described a number of specific forms of
economic and employment dispari[ies which are perceived. and resented. as forms of
pervasive racial discrimination. Thc following arc the moS[ frequently expressed
complaints in this arca:
1.

Employmcnt of Black Bermudians in Managerial and Supervisory Positions
Young black Bermudians insist [hat they are discriminated against when they
apply for whitc-collar managcrial and supervisory jobs in banks. insurance
companies and hotels. Some of these young people state that in spite of their
seeking higher ed ucation and training abroad. when they return to Bermuda and
apply for positions consistent with their training. they are rejected. and these
positions are given to white non-Bermudians. It is important to note that the
intensity of these complaints increased around the days immediately following
the early December disturbances. and were being expressed by middle-class or
upwardly mobile black Bermudian youth who d id not participate in the actual
violence or arson. were not arrested for curfew .violations. but seemed
sympathetic to those who actually participated in the disturbances.

SOME FACTS
CPC&H 's preliminary findings in this area revealed that black Bermudians arc
disproportionately representcd in some occupational categories and underrepresented
in others. Rlack Bermudians comprised approximately 56% of the total working
population in 1970. When this population is categorized according to occupation. a
slight majority (56%) are found to be blue-collar workers. Of the workers in this
category 71 % are black. Conversely. 29% of the black working population is engaged in
white-collar occupations. Of this comparatively small group onl y 9% are employed in
professional. technical and administrative jobs while 27% of white workers are engaged
in these positions. It should be noted. howeve r. that this latter category excludes
managers in th e sales and service areas. If these managers were to be included in this
category it is safe to assllme that this 9% would decrease proportion at ely since
managers in these two areas tend to be whitc.
These data exist side-by-side with tlVO related socia l and economic phenomena
economic expansion and an influx of foreign -born workers. In the last ten years the
expanding Bermudian economy absorbed a total of 8 .000 new workers. About one-half
of these new workers are foreign burn. In 1975. for example. 522 aliens were approved
for professional and technical employment. At this point in time. alien workers
comprise the majority (55%) of those engaged in whi~e-collar jobs and 59 % of all
female employees are foreign-born.
Since expansion main ly increased th e need for professional. managerial. techni cal and
clerical workers. th ese data indicate th at a large segment of Bermuda's population and
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a disproportionate number of black Bermudians have been excluded from this pattern
of economic expansionism. The tourist industry, part of the impetus for this growth,
provides a specific example since the data reveal that 62% of Bermuda's hotel staffs are
native Bermudians while only 40%of the hotels' managers are native to Bermuda.
It should be noted that these statistics are based upon the 1970 Census and therefore
do not include more promotions and appointments. There are indications that there
have been positive changes in these important economic areas. Because these are key
areas of concern, a more systematic current assessment of the overall employment
picture in Bermuda is suggested.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is essentia l to determine th e extent or degree to which complaints concerning
economic discrimination are valid. They are stated with sufficient consistency and
intensity by enough black Bermudian yo uth - independ ently and in discussion groups
- to warrant further serious inquiry and remedy.
Furthermore, this problem , to the extent that the perception and the fact of racial
discrimination in employment at this level of the Bermuda economy contributes to the
resentments and alienation of young blacks, demands a systematic governmental equal
employment opportunity policy and action program.
2.

Problem of Financing Small Business Enterprises
Almost all black small business entrepreneurs, contractors and vendors in
Bermuda - with the exception of those few who were conspicuously successful stated that their problem in establishing and maintaining a solid foundation for
their business was the ir inability to obtain reasonable and adequate financing
from the banks in Bermuda. Individually and collectively, they describe negative
experiences in seeking loans, loan extensions and lines of credit. They state that
they are frequently discouraged by lending officers at these banks, and arc
sometimes humiliated and insulted. The common denominator of their specific
complaints is their perception that they are being treated in a racially
discriminatory manner, and that the policy of the banks, as expressed in the
arbitrary and high-handed manner of white lending officers with whom they must
deal, is to discourage the estab lishment and growth of black business enterprises.
Some of these respondents suggest that this policy reflects the fact that the banks,
through their directors and officers who arc identified with the more successful
white business operations and owners, arc deliberately restricting any potential
competition from black business.
These arc the perceptions and the persistent assertions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There

mU St

be a syste matic study

(0

dct~rmine

rhe degree

[0

which these comp lainl s

arc valid. Specific questions which must bc a"swcreu arc :

Tu what cxtent arc the banks in Bermuda discriminatory in their dC:llings \\'irh
middle and small bu si nesses ow ncd Ill' black Ikrlllu"ian s'

H

Do these banks have unc set of practices and demands when dealing with black
Bermudians compared with their practices and demands when dealing with white
small and middle businessmen?
Do the banks discourage small businesses without regard to color?
Do they see and react to black Bermudians primarily as depositors rather than as
borrowers?

Do these discriminatory practices, if they exist, extend to the area of mortgages'
Arc the discriminatory practices a reflection of the personal attitudes of lending
officers? Or arc they the reflection of tradition? Or unwritten bank polic),?
The Government of Bermuda should explore the feasibility of designing and
implementing a comprehensive Economic Development Program which would include,
at least, the following components:
, A government controlled Economic Development Bank designed to select and
encourage the growth and strengthening of small business enterprises in Bermuda.
A systematic technical assistance program designed to prepare small business
entrepreneurs to increase their chances of success through training support in
financing, record keeping, accounting, inventory and effective management.
A systematic government program wherein a certain percentage, e.g. 25%, of
government purchases and contracts arc assigned to small vendors and
contractors.

'>t A program to encourage, where appropriate, joint ventures between large,
established businesses and small business firms in Bermuda.
Increasing the Number and Percentage of Black Bermudians
Positions

111

Policy Making

It was frequently stated, and the available facts See m to support the contention,
that at present there is a pitiable small percentage of blacks in policy making and
executive positions in Bermuda~based corporations. Banks, insurance companies
and large retail stores have few black Bermudians on their boards of directors.
Some of these companies have no blacks in these positions. Sen'ice on corporate
boards in Bermuda seem to be restricted to a very few, selected blacks who arc
invited to serve on two or more boards .
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Government of Bermuda - specifically, the Premier and the appropriate members
of his Cabinet - should arrange meetings with t he chairmen of the boards and chief
executive officers of corporations doing business in Bermuda (probably including
exempt corporations) and reguest that they develop and implement a plan to increase
the number of black Bermudians on their boards of directors, and increase the number
of black managers, officers and executives in their corporations.
If such a voluntary plan is not developed and implemented within a reasonable period
of time (within a year or two), then it will be necessary for the government to enact
the necessar y legislation to obtain these objectives.
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4.

Criminal J usticc Systcm
For those who have studied the nature, dynamics and determinants of urban
racial riots in t he United States during the past four decades, it is no surprise that
thc earl y December racial disturbances in Bermuda were triggered by an intense
negative reactiun [0 an important aspect of the criminal justice system - pursuant
to rhe statu[l:S and prucedu res of the island, two convicted murderers were

executed.
In the United States, almost all urban riots - with the exception of the riots
following the assassinat ion of Martin Luther King, Jr. - were triggered by contlier
between some blacks and white police. I-lisror ically, blacks tend ro see t he police
and the courts and the prisons as symbols and instruments of white domination.
This perception seems so deep as ro persist even when the facts arc ro the
eonnary. Thcsc important components of the criminal justice systel'n are rarcly
seen as a source of protection and defenders of justice for blacks.
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In spite of the fact that recently a black Bermudian became the Chief Justice of
Bermuda, and for yea rs the majority of magistrates have been black, most
Bermudians who disc ussed this issue cont inued ro express resentment against
what they perceived as a white-dominated criminal justice system in Bermuda.
They were particularly rescntful of what they perceived as a white-dominated
police force with a significant number of white non-Bermud ians. This rathcr
generalized perception coupled with data derived from police reports revealing a
31% failure rate in educational subjects for the 1975 pool of applicants, lends
credence ro th e black Bcrmudian's contention that, for him, t he criminal justice

system is discriminatory .
RECOMMENDA nONS
Given t he critical, factual and symbolic importance of all aspects of the criminal justice
system - the police, the courts, and the correctional institutions - as a key facror in
the guality of race rclations in Bermuda and in other multiracial societies , it is
imperative that the government devote specia l attention ( 0 removing this :.15 an area of
resentment and tension . Measures must be taken ro demonstrate that the police and
the courts are staffed and arc required ro function in a way to protect the rights and
the interests of all Bermudians without regard to class or color. It is obviously not
enough that this is stated. Black Bermudians and blacks in general do not take this
essential aspect of justice for granted. J\ lrhough there is no hard data to the effect that
the courtS have been racially discriminator)" non-racial justice must be perceived as a
fact in the day-ro-da y experiencc of all Bermudians.
It is therefore recommc nd ed that the Government of Bermuda further strengthen the
systematic program designed ro recruit, train and upgrade black Bermudians fo r its
police force. The fact of a bi-racial police force at all levels must be made visible as
quickly as possible. Thus there is a need to attract high g'uality officer pOlential
applicants. The specifics of this program should include a positive public relations
program designed to present the police force in a positive light .- based on facts; and
the development of ge nera l and spec ifi c police-community relations programs wherein
the police ca n demonstrate their positive concern, not on ly with crime prevention, bur
also with the safety, protection and welfa re of all Bermudians.
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In addition the program and activities of the present police cadets should be expanded
to encourage more black and white teenage Bermudian youth to participate and

thereby increase the number of native Bermudians in the entering level of the police
force.

5.

Elementary, Secondary and Higher Education
To an outside observer, these levels of education in Bermuda appear to be
comparatively strong, if not exemplary. It is of interest, however, and indicative

of the high and positive aspirations of Bermudians that almost all respondents in
this preliminary survey expressed the strong desire for the improvement of the
quality of the education available in the Bermuda schools. The elementary and
secondary schools are perceived at best as adequate. A few arc seen as excellent,
and should be used as models for all other schools; and some are seen is inferior.
The specific complaints about the educational system in Bermuda seem to be
residual of the recently improved racial segregation pattern of organization of the
Bermuda school system and the fact that the educational system and practices in
Bermuda seem to be a replica of the British system where' socio-economic class
distinctions permeate, if not dominate, the educational system. Working class
b lack Bermudians believe, with justification it appears, that middle and
upper class white and black Bermudians have more educational options for their
children than are available to them.
This generalized contention is, at least partly, borne out by the 1970 census
which revealed that a high percentage of those over 15 years of age had not passed
any secondary school examinations by 1970 and only a few had attained a
post-secondary degree or diploma. The raising of the school leaving age to 16,
between 1965 and 1969, necessitates further review. Although there was no
ethnic breakdown of these data, the disproportionate representation of blacks in
service occupations (70%) coupled with the fact that 56% of those in the
professional/technical categorics do possess degrees, strongly implies that those
who are less well educated arc overwhelmingly black.
The children from more privileged families can and do attend the better public
and private schools in Bermuda. The more affluent Bermuda families - black and
white - can and do send their children abroad to Britain, Canada or the United
States for secondary, collegiate, graduate and professional education.
Given these persistent complaints on the part of respondents, one can e.onclude
that the underlying problem concerning the educational system in Bermuda is the
fact that the educational system is not now perceived by the majority of black
Bermudians as an instrument of upward mobility for them and their children.

,
In point of fact, the educational preparation of lower income Bermudians is in
direct contrast [0 Bermuda's economic needs since the /expanding labor market
demands more professional/technical, managerial and clerical workers (see Section
1). This is a key fact which must be addressed and remedied to give substance to a
dynamic educational system in Bermuda.

11

RECOMMENDATIONS
The present Department of Education and its new leadership must be given the realistic
resources to raise the quality of education in all public schools. The poorest schools

must be given rhe necessary supports in teacher training, supervision, curriculum
standards and realistic academic performance in order to approach and cvcntually
equal the academic performance of the presently best public and pri\'ate schools.
An important first step toward this objective would be for thc Government and the
Ministry of Education to consider expansion of an objective external evaluation study
of the present level of educational quality in all Bermudian schools. The purpose of
this study would be to define areas of strengths and weaknesses and to determine what
must be done to r~mcdy existing weaknesses and increase the average academic
achievement of the pupils in each school in Bermuda.
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The Bermuda Government has committed itself to a program and budget designed to
strengthen the academic components, standards, personnel and performance
requirements of Bermuda College. As demonstrated by the recent purchase of
Stonington. Increased efforts should be made to raise the prestige of this college
through such substantive changes as improvement in physical plant and facilities;
expansion of offerings and direct arrangements with overseas colleges and universities
to accept top graduates; provision for expanded financial aid - scholarships,
fellowships and student loans; and the upgrading of faculty through aggressive
recruitment with attractive and competitive compensation.
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Housing
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At first observation, tOllrists and visitors to Bermuda arc positively impressed with
the fact that Bermuda is a remarkably clean, slum-free society. The tastefully
painted pastel colored homes and buildings with the shining white terraced roofs
which rcfleet the sunlight and trap the rainwater support this observation and the
belief that there is no substandard or deteriorated housing problem in Bermuda. It

was not surprising, therefore, that it was not until the last of rhe series of visits to
Bermuda - subsequent to the recent mcial disturbances - that thc problem of
inadequate housing for low income Bermudians was raised by any of the
respondents.
Prior to that time, there were some discllssions concerning the high cost of land
and homes in Bermuda and some problems related to the ability of middle-class
Bermudians to obtain mortgages at reasonable rates. But the question o f existing
slum or near slum areas in Bermuda was raised by black Bermudians only in the
wake of the recent racial disturbances.
These expressions of cuncern must be considered within the context ethnic
housing pattern revealed in this preliminary stud),. !'\'lthough approximately 59 %
of Bermuda's pop ulati o n is black, the cit)' of .Hamilton's black community
comprises 82% of the city's populace. In addition,' Hamilton, like man)' urban

centers in the United States, in particular, seems

[0

be experiencing "white

flight". In the 10 ),ears between 1960 and 1970 Hamilton experienced a 25%
decrease in total population. In this period of time the loss of white Bermudian
residents was about three times that of black Bermudians.
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When analyzing the distribution of Bermuda's ethnic groups across the island it
was found that black Bermudians are overrepresented in some areas and
underrepresented in others. Of the 9 parishes, twO - Paget and Sandy's - best
reflect this disparity with black populations of 22% and 73%, respectively.
The past Minister of Public Works discussed at length his desire to construct
public housing for low income Bermud ians on land which was previously owned
by the Church of England denomination in an area of Bermuda called Glebe
Lands. This project, so far, is only partially successful. A special tour of this area
and surroundings revealed that in spite of first impressions, there are slums in
Bermuda. These slums arc not widespread, and do nOt reveal the degree and
extent of social insensitivity and dehumanization found in ot her societies; but
they do exist, and could increase in deterioration unless systematic programs
designed to reverse the process are developed and implemented by the
government.
RECOMMENDA TIONS
The Government of Bermuda can at this time design, develop and realistically finance a
public housing program which can make Bermuda in truth, a slum free society.

7.

Specific Professional and Vocational Training Programs
As stated in the Economic Development section of this report (page 7) , the
most persistent and pervasive complaints of black Bermudians are those which
deal with their perception that those who contro l the major business and
economic enterprises of Bermuda either exclude blacks from managerial and
supervisory positions or, at best, make no systematic attempts to train and
em ploy them in these positions. Some of the white busi nessmen who were
interviewed seek to exp lain the policy of importing whites from overseas for these
positions on the grounds that there is an inadequate supply of train ed and
efficient black Bermudians.
The hotel business is a key component of the Bermuda tourist economy.
Bermudianization in the hotel industry may well have b een delayed by the
construction boom wherein young blacks found it more profitable to enter the
construction industry. However, without regard to the reason , hotel managers,
assistant managers, supervisors, and desk clerks arc visible employees, and thereby
communicate directly a policy of racial inclusion and integration, or a policy of
racial exclusion. In addition, Bermudians and tourists can observe whether black
Bermudians are employed as managers, supervisors, and white-collar workers, or
as menials in retail stores, in bank s, in insurance companies. From general
observation some hotels seem largely white and non-Bermudian staffed. The
visible managerial and supervisory positions in most banks seem to be white Bermudian or non-Bermudian. These observations give substance to the black
Bermudian's increased demands for some systcmatic government program for
Bermudianization. The government can no longer ignore these demands or accept
a "laissez-faire" approach to them and their related persistent resentments and
tensions.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The training programs of Bermuda College are critical and should be strengthened in
order to train high quality accountants, bookkeepers, secretaries and business
managers. An even higher level of training is required for entry in the international
field. The recent securing of Stonington has laid the groundwork for this development .
Trained personnel is not only essential to any realistic Bermudianization program, but
will also provide the necessary staff for developing small business enterprises and
provide the staff whereby the government can offer and monitor technical assistance
programs designed to increase the chances of financial success of small and medium
sized businesses run by Bermudians.
Given the key role of hotels in the Bermuda economy, efforts must be made to develop
and increase the effectiveness of the Hotel Training School in order to produce the
necessary number of Bermudian harel managers and supervisory personnel. It is
suggested that this program is made most effective and realistic if it is developed by the
government in cooperation with the Bermuda hotel owners.

8.

This important area of governmental service is unique 10 the findings of this
preliminary survey. No one of the hundred or more Bermudians interviewed
complained about the adequacy, quality or availability of health or social services
in Bermuda. Reinforcing this uniqueness was the fact that the Permanent
Secretary of Social Services expressed the most urgent desire for upgrading the
quality of social services in order to meet more adequately the needs of poor
Bermudians. This government official saw the specifics of a social services in
Bermuda as parr of the total pattern of social, political, economic and racial
justice in the Bermudian society as a whole. He expressed concern with the need
to develop and implement government policies and practices which demonstrate a
more creative and modern approach to the involvement of low income
Bermudians in programs designed to reduce their sense of inferiority and
dependency - and in training and utilizing resources so that they could
contribute to the attainment of a more equitable, JUSt and humane society in
Bermuda.
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Health and Social Services

RECOMMENDATIONS
Not withstanding the fact that there were no complaints in this area the Ministr), of
Health and Social Services in Bermuda should continue to evaluate present social
services programs and to make recommendations for more dynamic and creative
programs in the context of the specific needs, realities and aspirations of Bermuda.

, I

9.

i: '

,.

Social, Cultural , Recreational and Youth Programs

!

In order to understand the contemporary role of the social, religious, fraternal
and recreational institutions and organizations of Bermuda, one must understand
that these institutions had their origins in the history of racial segregation and
social class distinctions which dominated the organization and function of
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Bermudian society. Up through the first half of the twentieth century, the
churches in Bermuda were segregated. Upon the basis of this fact, it was possible
for exclusively black denominations such as the AME Church to grow in numbers
and influence so that by 1960, less than half of the black population in Bermuda
remained members of the Anglican Church.
Similarly, the formation of black clubs in Bermuda was an outgrowth of
segregated sports. Blacks formed their own cricket teams in the late 1800's mostly on a neighborhood, lodge or class basis. With the development of highly
organized sports interests and activities came the development of black clubs
which grew in influence and became an integral part of the social, cultural and
recreational life of middle-and working-class black Bermudians.
In the meantime, upper-class white Bermudians retained their exclusively white
social, elitist clubs, and only recently admitted a few upper middle class,
professionally and economically successful and distinguished blacks.
In seeking to understand the present role and potential role of the churches and
the social clubs of Bermuda, one must understand that these cornerstones of the
social and cultural life of black Bermudians are based and operate not only on
racial and ethnic differences, but also on a generally unquestioned system of
intra-racial social class distinctions. Like other socially stratified societies, social
class distinctions among blacks in Bermuda are determined by education,
occupation and income and residence. The role of prior family status appears to
be a more determinative factor of the class status of black Bermudians than for
blacks in the United States. Although there are indications of an increase in
opportunities for upward mobility for blacks in Bermuda, class distinctions in the
religious, social, cultural and recreational life of Bermuda remains a pervasive
factor and continue to reflect the historic ties to the British social system. Within
the last two or three decades there are indications that the American system of
increased opportunities for social, educational and economic mobility is having
some intluence on Bermuda society. The increasing demands, the seething
tensions and turbulences, particularly among working class black Bermudians, are
indications of this influence.

j
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In a recent (December 13, 1977) communication to the Government, the Premier
and the Leader of the Opposition, leaders of the Bermuda Clubs Association
expressed their views "on the undcrlying causes which have led to the disruption
of the past week." The developing concern of the black clubs in Bermuda with
the larger issues of education, the economy, internal security and politics was
indicated by the preparation and communication of this document. Some
observers contend that these clubs are exclusively concerned wi't h the recreational
and sports life of their own members, and have not played a constructive role in
the struggle for overall desired progress in the society as a whole. In this regard it
is significant that in this document sub mined to the government and political
leaders more than half of the space was devoted to specific club administrative
and operational maners. No major section was dcvoted specifically to the overall
needs, aspirations and plans for Bermuda's youth. Concern for youth was
expressed in the discussions of education and employment opportunities; but a
comprehensive educational, training, recreational, sports, cultural program
designed to provide a sense of self-esteem, personal worth and achievement and as
a counter to alienation and justifiable resentment was not articulated or
requested.
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RECOMMENDA nONS

It is essential that a more comprehensive, Bermuda wide youth development program
be designed and put into operation as soon as practicable. It is suggested that the
appropriate department or departments of government invite among others,
representatives of the Church, the clubs of Bermuda, ed ucational and civic groups, the
business and commercial associations and youth groups to meet and discuss ways in
which the present plethora of youth services and the Department of Youth and Sports
could be re-organized under a coordinated and effective Bermuda Youth Committee.
This Youth Committee would be charged with the responsibility of designing and
implementing a co mprehensive youth development program which would seck to
integrate the educational, cultural, sports, and recreational activities in ways which
would enhance the quality of life and the constructive use of talents and abilities of all
Bermudian youth.
Through the activities of the Youth Committee, young people in Bermuda would be
provided with the facilities and the opportunity and encouraged to develop their
athletic sk ills; their artistic and craft talents; their communication, organizational,
merchandising and marketing skills. Such programs could be an integral part of church,
club, neighborhood and school activities. If successful, a comprehensive program for
Bermuda 's youth would strengthen the base for the cultural and recreational life of
Bermuda, would contribute to economic and political equity, and would thereby
assure social stability.

10. Reorganization of Bermuda Race Relations Council
Legislative amendmcnts in 1969 and 1970 created the Race Relations Council
with power, through the Attorney General, to bring prosecution against persons
practicing vario us forms of discrimination. This statutory body was given the
responsibility for enforcing the Race Relations Act of 1969 . To date no individu al
has been prosecuted for discrimination. In 1977, only 5 complaints were received.
Two of those 5 involved industry.
It is generally agreed that as it is presently constituted and operated, the Bermuda
Race Relations Council is seen by Bermudians, outside obse rvers and even its
present leaders and members as pitiably impotent. One could speculate that the
majority of even well-informed Bermudians are unaware of its existence. It is
presently in adequately staffed and has limited facilities and resources. The
meetings are desultory and the overall morale is low.
In the light of the fact that the recent d isturbances in Bermuda had underlying, if
not exclusively , raci al determinants, the Bermuda Race Relations Council should
be reorganized into an important instrument of Governm,ent, and given the sp ec ific
authority to identify and deal with problems of racia,! inequities and diminish the
likelihood by positive actions, of future racial disturbances.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is hereb}' reco mme ndcd that the Government move forthwith to reo rgan ize and
reconstitute the Bermuda Ra ce Rela tio ns Council on t he following terms and authority
and powers,
The membership of the Council should consist of individuals from bot h major
parties and public members without an}' prim ar}' part}' affiliation. It is important
that the Council be perceived and function as a non-partisan government agency.
Political parrisanship shou ld play no more ro le in this age nc y than it docs in the
judiciary.
The members of the Bermuda Race [{e lations Counc il should be representati ve of
all racial and ethnic groups which comprise native Bermudians.
The Council should be provided with the budget, the staff and th e facilities to
fu lfill the respon sibility of monitoring and enforcing the Bermuda Ra ce Relations
Act.
The Council should seck to invo lve the bu si ness and communit}' lead ers of
Bermuda in developing Affirmative Acrion and Equal Employment Opportunity
programs designed to meet the specific necds of Bermuda's econom}' .
The Council should be charged with the respo nsibility of see ing that these
AA/EEO objectives are co mplied with. Initially, compliance should be sought
through discussions, negotiation and conciliation. Only as a last resort should
co mpliance be obtained through judi cial decree and government fiat.
The Bermuda Race Relations Council should be given the power to require
complainants, respo ndents and wi tnesses to appear in order to resolve disputes.

i
I

L
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v.

FINAL OBSERVATION

The preliminary findings and recommendations presented in this interim report address
themselves to problem areas and rel ated issues. It is important to emphasize, however,
that while it is necessary to present the overall design and suggested recommendations
for future action in terms of these specific areas of concern, th ere is an
interde pendence among th em. Programs and activiti es in each of these areas are related
to, and affect the effectiveness of the programs in other areas , and most important
determine the possibility of success in the atta inmcnt of the overall goal "[0 achieve a
more meaningful integration of the races and a mo re equitable distr ibution of the
wealth of the community."
Given the comp lex nature of any developed social, political and economic syste m, it
would be unrea list ic or qu estio nable [0 attempt to isolate one set of recommenda t ions
from the total pattern o f other re commendatio ns which comprisc t his overal l design.
What is being suggested in this interim report is that this report be read, d iscu ssed,
modified whcre found necessary, and adopted and implemented by the Govcrnmcnt of
Bermuda as a systematic, comprehensive, holistic program desigilcd to attain the
desired goals . Experience has demonstrated that major, observable social, economic i>(
and racial changes cannot be obtained piece-meal or by equivocal, dcfensive and
apologetic action on thc part of the responsible leaders.
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CHRONOLOGY OF FIELD TRIPS TO BERMUDA BY CPC&H STAFF
Covering the Period from Oerober 1 through December 31, 1977.

November 9 - November 12, 1977 - 4 days
Hiitoll Clark and Dialle Dorsey
November 11 - November 14, 1977 - 3 days
Kenlletb Clark alld Fmnklill Williams
November 25 - November 26, 1977 - 2 days
Hiiton Clark
November 30 - December 3, 1977 - 4 days
J(e1l1letb Clark and Fmnklin Williams
December 13 - December 16, 1977 - 4 days
Hilton Clark, larbe Dumnt and Diane D01"sey

i

December 20 - December 23,1977 - 4 days
/(emzetb Clark and Fmnkliu Williams
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The Hon. David Gibbons ............................................................................................. Premier
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Cabinet Ministers
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Hon. Clarence Woolridge .............. ................. ...... .... Deputy Premier and Minister of Tourism
Hon. John Swan .... .............. .......... ....... ........................................ .. .. Minister of Home Affairs
Dr. Hon . Clarence James ................................................. Minister of Health & Social Services
Hon. Quinton Edness ...... ...... ... .......................................... Minister of Community Relations
Hon. Harry Viera ............................................................................ Minister without Portfolio
Hon. J ames Pearman ..................................... .. .............. .... ... ................. Minister of Transport
Hon. John Plowman .............. .............................................. Minister of Marine & Air Services
Hon . Stanley Ratteray ........... .......... ..... .... ...................... Minister of Planning & Environment
Hon. Ralph Marshall ........ ..................................................... .Minister of Works & Agriculture
W.J. Williams .......................... ... .... ....... .... ...... .............. ..... ................ .... .Secretary to Cabinet.
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Members of the House of Assembly
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Mrs. Gloria McPhee, M.P.
Lancelot I. Swan, M.P .
Ottiwell A. Simmons, M.P.
Lois M. Browne·Evans, M.P.
L. Frederick Wade , M.P.
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Members of the Legislative Council
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Dr. Hon. Vincent Bridgewater
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Clergy
Rev. Cyril Butterfield
Rev. Wendall Foster
Rev. Ray mond Lowe
Rev. Wilbur Lowe
Dr. Gerard Bean, Chairman, Race Relations Council
A. Brackstone
.
Mansfield J. Brock , Permanent Secretary to the Minister of Education
Molly Burgess
Sir John Cox
David Critchle y, Perma nen t Secrewry to the Minister of Health & Social Services
Arnold Francis
I
Benso n Hayden, Cigam Souvenirs
Stanley Lee, Education Officer of the BIU
Doreen Lightbourne
Jim McKey
David Rego, President/General Manager, Rego Furniture
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Nan Humphreys
David Saul
Dana Smith, Lady Dana
Calvin Smith, Chief Statistician, Ministry of Finance
Stanley Thomas, President Bercra Ltd.
Robert Trew, Managing Director, Eve's Group
Lee Tucker, Managing Director, TopValue Supermarket
Charles Webbe
Sally Wilson, Government Employee
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KENNETH B. CLARK

Kenneth B. Clark is the President of Clark, Phipps, Clark and Harris , Inc. This firm was
established in June, 1975 to provide professional consultation on personnel matters
with particular emphasis on human relations, race relations and affirmative action
program.
Dr.Clark received his Ph.D in social psychology from Columbia University. He is a
Distinguished Professor of Psychology Emeritus of the City College of the City
University of New York and recently retired as President of the Metropolitan Applied
Research Center, Inc.
He has served as consultant to a number of found at ions, private corporations and
educational institutions such as the NAACP, the United States Department of State,
Princeton University and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
He is author of several books and articles including Prejudice alld YOllr Cbild (1955),
the prize-winning Dark Cbetlo (1965), Patbos of Power (1974). He is co-author with
Jeannette Hopkins of A Relevant War Agaillst Poverty (1968) and with Talcott Parsons
of Tbe Negro Americall (1966). His work on the effects of segregation on chlIdren was
cited by the United States Supreme Court in BrowlI v. Board of Educatioll (1954).
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